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Abstract

This talk highlights recent research on the phonetics of tonal alignment in Yoloxóchitl Mixtec (YM). This language is notable for its large tonal inventory, where 20 tonal melodies contrast on monosyllabic words. The language’s phonological structure strongly supports the alignment of tonal targets to moras, resulting in contrastive contour types even within a single syllable, e.g. /1.3/ vs. /13.3/. Patterns of phonetic tonal alignment were investigated. The alignment of non-glottalized tonal targets was examined with original field data collected by the authors from 10 speakers. Words varied by word type (monosyllabic, disyllabic) and tone. Both the phonological patterning of tone and patterns of phonetic alignment demonstrate a strong pattern of moraic tonal alignment in YM. The F0 trajectories for bimoraic monosyllables closely match those of bimoraic disyllables. Moreover, in both word types, F0 movement is restricted to only the mora with the associated target. Thus, a rising /1.3/ tone shows a marked delay in F0 rise compared to the earlier rise observed with a /13.3/ tone. These findings support the notion that moras act as anchors for F0 targets and trajectories within tone production. Such patterns stand in stark contrast to studies on tone languages for which the syllable is the unit of tonal alignment [1, 2, 3, 4]. Taken as a whole, this research expands our knowledge of tonal phonetics and challenges what we believe is possible in the tonal systems of human languages. As a more general perspective on tonal phonetics, we will emerge from the consideration of a typologically-diverse set of languages, this work also highlights the increasing relevance of laboratory methods in phonetic fieldwork. 

Index Terms: Tone, Production, Oto-Manguean

1. Introduction

Though the study of tone in phonological theory has been heavily informed by work on a typologically-diverse set of languages, phonetic research on tone has remained largely focused on East and Southeast Asian languages. Absent from most phonetic discussions of tonal phenomena are the complex and unique patterns one observes in the tonal systems of the Oto-Manguean stock. These languages are not only known for their large tonal inventories and complex use of glottal features, but also for the myriad ways in which tone aligns with distinct prosodic structures and is associated with distinct morphological strata.

Yoloxóchitl Mixtec (YM henceforth), an Oto-Manguean language spoken in Mexico, is remarkable for its particularly large tonal inventory, with up to 20 tonal melodies possible on monosyllabic words and up to 28 on disyllabic words [5].

This large number of melodies can be simplified if we consider tone to be phonologically associated to moras, the typical tone-bearing units in the phonology of Mixtecan languages [6, 7]. Both distributional and morphological evidence support aligning tones to moras instead of syllables in YM. For instance, there is a contrast in both monosyllabic and disyllabic (both bimoraic) words between a /1.3/ rising contour, e.g. ta1a3/’man/ vs. a /13.3/ rising contour, e.g. nda13a3/’went up.’ However, it remains unclear how moraic alignment at the phonological level corresponds with the phonetic timing of tonal movements on YM words. Cross-linguistically, tonal F0 targets are phonetically aligned to prosodic units of varying types. In Mandarin Chinese, for instance, the syllable serves as the unit of tonal alignment [1, 2, 3, 4]. In Thai, tones are aligned to moras [8, 9]. Yet, in languages with more complex tonal inventories and larger word types, it is less clear how tones are phonetically aligned to words. YM is one such language.

Patterns of phonetic tonal alignment were investigated in YM. The alignment of tonal targets was examined with original field data collected by the authors from 10 speakers. Four repetitions of 261 words produced in citation were examined per speaker, varying in word type (monosyllabic, disyllabic) and tone. Both the phonological patterning of tone and patterns of phonetic alignment demonstrate a strong pattern of moraic tonal alignment in YM. The F0 trajectories for monosyllabic bimoraic words closely match those of disyllabic bimoraic words. Moreover, in both word types, F0 movement is restricted to only the mora with the associated target. Thus, a rising /1.3/ tone shows a marked delay in F0 rise compared to the earlier rise observed with a /13.3/ tone. These findings support the notion that moras act as anchors for F0 targets and trajectories within tone production, even within monosyllabic words.

2. Tonal alignment and Mixtec

2.1. Tonal alignment in phonology and phonetics

One of the most important advances within phonological theory has been the development of autosegmental-metrical (AM) theory [10, 11]. This theory provides a general framework for aligning tone and other suprasegmentals to prosodic units (onsets, rimes, moras, syllables, feet) found in speech. Within lexical tone languages, AM theory has been extremely useful in accounting for processes of tone sandhi and tonal association [12, 13, 14]. Phonological descriptions and analyses from a diverse set of language families have shown that lexical tone may be associated to syllables [15, 1, 16] (Sino-Tibetan, Oto-Manguean), moras [17, 18, 19, 7, 20, 21, 22] (Afro-Asiatic, Khoisan, Indo-European, Oto-Manguean), feet [23, 24] (Afro-
Asian), or even stems [25] (Oto-Manguean).

Despite the cross-linguistic phonological evidence for different tone-bearing units (TBUs), there is relatively little research examining phonetic timing in lexical tone production. Moreover, while one might assume parity between TBUs in phonological theory and the units used for phonetic timing, research on speech production has often found mismatches between traditional phonological representations and articulatory events in speech production, especially where gestural overlap occurs [26, 27, 28]. These observations emphasize the relevance of research on the phonetics of tonal alignment.

Phonetic research on Mandarin Chinese has observed that the syllable is the unit of tonal alignment [1, 2, 3, 4]. F0 trajectories for lexical tones are aligned with the onset of the vowel [2] and F0 offsets are aligned to the end of the syllable, regardless of whether a coda is present or not [1]. This insensitivity of Mandarin tone to the internal structure of the syllable has motivated models of tone production where F0 trajectories are approximated on syllables [3, 4].

Yet, in other languages, there is evidence to consider the mora as the unit of phonetic tonal alignment. Thai possesses a contrast between short and long vowels [29] and there is evidence that listeners rely mainly on F0 cues in the latter half of long vowels for perceiving tone [9]. While high tones are produced with lower F0 onsets and low tones with higher F0 onsets, listeners rely mainly on the cues later in the vowel for perceiving these tones. This observation has led researchers to theorize that the initial mora on long vowels for these tones is always tonally unspecified and mid tones have no tonal specification (ibid). By contrast, Thai contour tones are fully specified for tone on each mora (L+H, H+L) and listeners pay more attention to what is commonly known as the Mixtec couplet [31, 6] or foot [22]. The first phonological description of the language appears in [5]. The current work differs slightly from this previous work as only four (and not five) tonal levels are posited to exist. More extensive phonetic description of the consonant and vowel systems in YM are forthcoming [32, 33].

Up to 20 surface tonal melodies are possible on monosyllabic words and 28 in disyllabic words. However, by dividing these words into two moras, one observes a significant reduction in the tonal inventory. For instance, in monosyllabic words, the initial mora may consist of tones /1, 3, 4, 13, and 14/ and the final mora may consist of tones /1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 14, 24, 42/. Thus, one can reduce the tonal inventory to four levels /1, 2, 3, 4/, three rises /13, 14, 24/, and one fall /42/ for such words. Table 1 shows the possible tonal combinations in monosyllabic words. Note that while the tonal contours on monosyllables are less convincing as to the presence of four tone heights, data (not shown) from disyllabic words shows this pattern more convincingly. Four possible falling melodies, /4.3/, /4.2/, /4.1/, and /3.2/, may occur on such words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Tonal melodies in monosyllabic words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Despite a reduction of the tonal inventory in terms of moras, there exists a surface contrast in YM between rising tonal melodies which are simply combinations of two separate level tones on separate moras, e.g. 1.4, and contour tones which surface on individual moras, e.g. 14.3. Furthermore, note that not all combinations are possible. Rising tones on the second mora only occur after tones /4/ and /14/ on the initial mora. Finally, not all tones have the same morphological status; most words with tone /13/ in the initial mora are complete verb stems where a low tone /1/ is fused to the leftmost mora, e.g. /nda/ "lay" /"to go up" vs. /ndai/ "lay" /"went up." Most words with tone /14/ in the initial mora are verb stems where negation is marked with a low tone /1/ fused to the leftmost mora, e.g. /ka/ "lay" /"does not slip." While a moraic alignment of tone in YM provides a more economical analysis of the tonal inventory, reducing 20 melodies to different combinations of eight tones, it also provides an even more elegant analysis of the tonal morphology. For instance, habitual verbs are formed by replacing the tone on the initial mora with tone /4/. Transitive verbs may be formed by replacing the tone on the initial mora of verbs with tone /1/ with /3/, e.g. /kwi/ "lay" /"to be peeled" vs. /kwi/ "lay" /"to peel." These alternations target the tone on the initial mora of the word regardless of word size (monosyllabic, disyllabic). Data showing these alternations is given in Table 2.

The mora is useful in providing a more economical description of the tonal inventory in YM and for capturing tonal alter-
nations, but it remains unclear how such complex sequences are tuned for interactive speech production. Furthermore, one might hypothesize that the replacement of tones shown in the morphological process in Table 2 simply involves changing the initial F0 target in the word without any specific reference to prosodic structure within the bimoraic foot. One way to examine this possibility versus the moraic hypothesis is to examine the relative timing of F0 trajectories on words of different tonal melodies and prosodic shapes.

3. Tone production experiment

3.1. Method

To examine the production of tone in YM words, the authors constructed a list of words to be produced in citation/isolation. Several examples (between 2-7) of words containing the same tonal melody and word size (monosyllable vs. disyllable) were included. Multiple examples were sought so as to balance words with respect to onset consonant voicing. While a balanced set of glottalized and non-glottalized tokens were collected, only the non-glottalized data were analyzed in this study. Thus, from a total of 251 words that were recorded, 164 were analyzed here. All words were repeated six times across two separate sessions by 10 native speakers (6 male, 4 female). From these recording sessions, only the initial two repetitions were chosen (4 repetitions per speaker). A total of 6,560 word tokens were analyzed for the purposes of this study. The recording took place in a quiet room in the town of San Luis Acatlán, which is adjacent to Yoloxóchitl. All words were elicited via a verbal prompt in YM by the third author, who is a native speaker.

Subsequent to recording, all words were manually segmented by Leandro DiDomenico, a graduate student at Université Lyon 2, and checked by the first author. The F0 contours from these vowels were extracted using Voicesauce, a program for analyzing voice quality and F0 in Matlab [34]. In order to compare F0 contours on monosyllables and disyllables, four time-normalized F0 values were extracted from each vowel of the disyllabic words for a total of eight F0 values. These eight values were then compared to eight values extracted from the monosyllabic words. The implicit assumption in this method is that one can divide a single vowel into two tonal parts, each of which roughly corresponds to a different mora, and compare these F0 contours to those found in separate vowels/moras in disyllabic words. While this may be a simplistic assumption, it follows if we assume that the mora is not only a unit of phonological timing, but also of phonetic alignment. F0 was extracted for each vowel using the Straight method [35]. A by-speaker z-score normalization F0 was applied to all data prior to analysis. From these data, F0 extrema were calculated along with the locations of the extrema.

The data was analyzed using two sets of linear mixed-effects models [36]. In the first model, z-score F0 was treated as the dependent variable while Tone, Word size, and Time (with 8 levels, recentered) were treated as independent variables. This model simply examines how unmodified F0 values vary with respect to the independent variables and was applied to the entire data set. In the second series of models, each of the factors, F0 minimum, F0 maximum, the location of the F0 minimum, and the location of the F0 maximum, were treated as separate dependent variables while Tone and Word size were treated as independent variables. These models are designed to evaluate specifically whether word size contributes to a change in the F0 extrema or the locations of such extrema. Such an analysis is necessary to examine F0 alignment. These models were applied separately to each tonal melody type (see below). For all models, significance was assessed via model comparison using the anova() function and the χ² test.

3.2. General Results

In the first set of models, there was a significant main effect of tone. The model containing tone as a predictor was significantly better than one excluding it (χ² = 10544, p < .001; AIC=75360 vs. AIC=64928). The same model comparison found Time to be a significant predictor (χ² = 4973, p < .001; AIC=69841 vs. AIC=64928). Word size was also significant, though to a much smaller degree than either Time or Tone (χ² = 675, p < .001; AIC=65543 vs. AIC=64928). However, the effect of word size on F0 manifested itself in different ways depending on the tonal melody. There was a significant two-way interaction between Tone and Word size (χ² = 86.1, p < .001; AIC=65545 vs. AIC=65547) and a significant three-way interaction between Tone, Word size, and Time (χ² = 587.2, p < .001; AIC=65487 vs. AIC=64928). Yet, once we exclude these interactions from the mixed effects model, we find no contribution of Word size (χ² = 1.9, p = .4; AIC=65543 vs. AIC=65545). Thus, we can conclude that there is no general effect of word size on F0 contours, but one restricted to certain tonal melodies. These word size effects by tonal melody are investigated in the following sections.

While many of the tonal melodies which surface on monosyllabic words are equivalent to those on disyllabic words, certain patterns are more frequent. We restricted our analysis to fifteen tonal melodies which surface on both word types, organized by section here: level melodies (/1.1/, /3.3/, /4.4/), rising melodies (/1.3/, /1.4/, /3.4/, /3.3/, /3.4/), falling melodies (/4.2/, /3.2/), concave melodies (/4.13/, /4.14/, /4.24/), and double rising melodies (/14.14/, /14.13/). The statistical models in these sections evaluate F0 extrema and their locations. The locations of F0 extrema and maxima by Word size for all tonal melodies are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

3.2.1. Level tones

Level tones are shown in Figure 3. YM contrasts three level tonal melodies and each differs significantly in F0 level. The low, /1.1/ tonal melody, is typified with a falling F0 contour. There was a small, but significant effect of Word size on F0 maxima in level tones (χ² = 9.0, p < .05). In particular, while tone /4.4/ is produced with a slight rise in F0 in monosyllabic words, it is flatter in disyllabic words with a higher F0 in the initial syllable. A significant effect of Word size on the location of F0 maxima was also found (χ² = 42.0, p < .001). Tonal...
Location of F0 minima by word size and tonal melody
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Figure 1: F0 minima by word size and tonal melody

Figure 2: F0 maxima by word size and tonal melody

3.2.2. Rising tones

Five types of rising tonal melodies occur in both monosyllabic and disyllabic words: /1.3/, /1.4/, /3.4/, /13.3/, and /13.4/.

The first three rises are simple rising contours and are shown in Figure 4. The latter two rising tonal melodies are complex rising contours. A comparison between the simple rising contour /1.3/ and the complex contour /13.3/ is shown in Figure 5. The simple rises /1.3/ and /1.4/ are characterized with a slight fall over the first half of the vowel in monosyllabic words. This fall is also seen for these tones in disyllabic words. However, it is not observed with the complex rises /13.3/ and /13.4/. Here, the initial half of the vowel in both monosyllabic and disyllabic words has a rising F0 contour. These differences between each pair of the tonal melodies, /1.3 vs. 13.3/ and /1.4 vs. 13.4/, is shown through an examination of the data in Figure 1. The F0 minima for melodies /13.3/ and /13.4/ occur earlier in both monosyllabic (Time = 1.4 and 1.6, respectively) and disyllabic words (Time = 3.2 and 3.4, respectively) than the F0 minima for melodies /1.3/ and /1.4/ in monosyllabic (Time = 2.7 and 2.9, respectively) and disyllabic words (Time = 5.0 and 4.7, respectively).

There is a significant effect of Word size on the location of F0 minima ($\chi^2 = 54.0, p < .001$). The minima for all complex rises remained in the initial half of the vowel in monosyllabic words or the initial vowel in disyllabic words. The same was not true for the minima observed with simple rises, which were produced either late in the initial syllable/mora or early in the final syllable/mora. Though F0 minima were aligned earlier for complex rises than in the simple rises, the minima for all rising tones remain in what corresponds to the initial mora of the word. In addition, the rise in F0 for the simple rises is restricted to either the second syllable of disyllabic words or the second half of the vowel in monosyllabic words. F0 raising for all simple rises only occurs in the final mora, regardless of whether the word is monosyllabic or disyllabic.

There was also a significant effect of Word size on the location of F0 maxima ($\chi^2 = 39.3, p < .001$). F0 maxima occur earlier in disyllabic words for all rises than they do in monosyllabic words. This effect may arise due to word duration, as disyllabic words are typically longer than monosyllabic words, despite both typically having an equal number of moras. There was no effect of Word size on F0 maxima values, but a significant effect of Word size on F0 minima values ($\chi^2 = 21.1, p < .001$). The tonal melody /13.4/ was realized with a much higher minimum in monosyllabic words than in disyllabic words.

3.2.3. Falling tones

YM contrasts only two falling tonal melodies: /4.2/ and /3.2/. While a falling contour may surface on the final mora in disyllabic and monosyllabic words, e.g., /1.42/ and /3.42/, there are no complex falling melodies of the shape */4.42/ nor */3.32/ that are akin to the complex rises. The two falling tonal melodies are shown in Figure 6.

There was a significant main effect of Word size on F0 maxima ($\chi^2 = 16.5, p < .001$). For tonal melody /4.2/, disyllabic words were produced with slightly higher F0 maximum in the initial vowel. Significant main effects of Word size on F0 minimum location ($\chi^2 = 27.1, p < .001$) and minimum location ($\chi^2 = 26.9, p < .001$). The higher F0 maximum may result from
the differences in alignment observed with Word size. Falling melodies in disyllabic words were produced with a rise in \( F_0 \) in the initial syllable prior to the onset of the fall, but no such rise is found in monosyllabic words. As a result, the \( F_0 \) maxima occur later in the initial mora of disyllabic words than in monosyllabic words (see Figure 2). However, \( F_0 \) minima occur slightly earlier in disyllabic words than in monosyllabic words (see Figure 1).

3.2.4. Concave tones

Three types of concave tonal melodies occur in bimoraic words in YM: /4.14, 4.13, 4.24/. Such melodies are phonologically analyzed as sequences of tone /4/ and a subsequent rising tone on a separate mora. Each of the concave tonal melodies are shown in Figure 7. Since certain concave melodies possess potentially two distinct maxima, e.g. /4.14, 4.24/, a statistic examining \( F_0 \) maxima is not appropriate here. Only the \( F_0 \) minima are considered.

No main effects of word size on \( F_0 \) minima or minima locations were observed for concave tonal melodies. As seen in Figure 1, the minima for all such melodies were consistently located early in the second half of the vowel in monosyllabic words or early in the second vowel in disyllabic words (in the second mora). Since the minima always occurred in what corresponds to the second mora in such words, the rising portions of all melodies were also restricted to this domain. The realization of concave melodies differed by word size insofar as there was a clear transition between the initial tone level /4/ in monosyllabic words and the subsequent rise (producing a falling+rising contour), but the melodies did not differ in terms of alignment.

3.2.5. Double rising tones

There are two types of double rising tonal melodies that surface on monosyllabic and disyllabic words in YM: /14.14/ and /14.13/. Each of these melodies only surfaces on negated forms of verbs. Both tonal melodies are shown in Figure 8. As tonal melody /14.14/ contains multiple \( F_0 \) extrema (maxima and minima), it was not analyzed with respect to \( F_0 \) extrema. Only the maximum for melody /14.13/ was considered. No effect of Word size on \( F_0 \) maximum was observed for this tone, but there was a significant main effect of Word size on \( F_0 \) maximum location (\( \chi^2 = 24.3, p < .001 \)). The \( F_0 \) maximum for this tone is earlier in monosyllabic words (Time = 2.9) than in disyllabic words (Time = 4.7).

The \( F_0 \) contours for both tonal melodies share certain characteristics. First, the initial rise is restricted to the initial half of the vowel in monosyllabic words and the first vowel in disyllabic words. The subsequent minima and rises are restricted to the latter half of the vowel in monosyllabic words and the final vowel in disyllabic words. The earlier \( F_0 \) maxima observed in monosyllabic words may result from a physical necessity of the speaker to descend to the second \( F_0 \) minimum early enough in the latter half of the vowel. This particular hypothesis would closely fit with the view that \( F_0 \) extrema are aligned within moras.

4. Discussion

4.1. Moraic alignment

The data here demonstrate the careful timing of \( F_0 \) in the complex tonal melodies found in YM. Across the tonal melody

---

2 Tonal melody /14.24/ surfaces only in monosyllabic words.
types, significant effects of Word size on the timing of F0 extrema were found. Yet, despite such differences, extrema remained almost entirely aligned within the duration corresponding to the mora to which the tone is phonologically associated. In simple rising tones, there is a marked delay in F0 rise compared to complex rising tones and there is a slight fall in F0 prior to the rise. One result of the later timing of the F0 minimum is that the F0 rise remains restricted the second mora of the word. A similar pattern is observed with the concave tones, where the F0 minima and the subsequent rises consistently occurred early within the second mora of the word. Finally, the double rising melodies were also typified by the restriction of each pair of extrema (minima + maxima) to separate moras regardless of the size of the word.

For the simple rising melodies, there is no a priori reason why the demands of F0 production would favor delaying the production of a rising contour on monosyllabic words. Such a finding mirrors the observations made in the production of Thai high or rising tones, where a similar delay in minima is observed [9]. A parallel observation occurs with the concave contours where the minimum location is delayed to the second half of the vowel in monosyllabic words or the final vowel of disyllabic words. Moreover, the similarities in alignment across words of varying syllable length (but not moraic length) are not predicted in theories of tone production where F0 extrema are simply associated to syllables [1, 3, 4] or where the timing of tonal melodies are insensitive to moraic structure [37]. The observations here support the idea that tone is not only phonologically-associated to moras in YM, but phonetically aligned to them as well.

4.2. The phonetic typology of tonal systems

Contrasts between tonal melodies such as /1.3/ and /13.3/, as shown in Figure 5, are typologically unique and demonstrate an additional exception to the claim that lexical tone may not be contrastively aligned within a syllable [38, 14]. The presence of this contrast supports recent work showing that falling contours may be contrastively aligned in Dinka (Nilotic), where both an early-aligned and late-aligned fall occur [39]. However, the current work differs from this research in terms of how such contrasts are phonologically represented. In certain dialects of Dinka, the contrastively-aligned falling tones surface equally on short, long, and overlong vowels. This implies that the TBU for Dinka is the syllable, not the mora. Contrastive alignment in Dinka is modelled in terms of features, where tone may be specified as [± late aligned]. However, this alternative to prosodically-based alignment is unnecessary for the YM data. Apart from the phonetic data, there is ample phonological evidence that the tones on individual moras may be targeted by morphological processes and none of the complex tonal melodies observed in bimoraic stems are possible in monomoraic morphemes, most of which are function words.

The analysis here favors the alignment of not only tone levels to individual moras, but also tonal contours. The representation of different tonal types in AM terms is given in Figure 9 for several of the words from Table 1. Tones are prosodically aligned to moras and up to two distinct tones may be associated to a given mora. Each tone in a simple rise, as in (1), is associated with a single mora, while tones in complex rises, as in (2) and (3), have a more complex association. Both contain multiple tone to mora association, but multiple mora to tone association is possible in (2). Patterns such as those in (4) and (5) demonstrate that both the initial and final moras in monosyllabic words may be associated with contours. The structure shown in (5) also demonstrates an additional typological exception. Contour tones are typically either analyzed as sequences of level tones, as in many Bantu languages, or as undecomposable units, as in many Sino-Tibetan languages [40]. Where the two co-occur in a language, one usually observes combinations similar to that shown in (3) or (4). A series of sequential rises or falls, each of which are unanalyzable units but sequence like combinations of levels, has not previously been observed.

5. Conclusions

The data from the complex tonal melodies in YM demonstrate the relevance of the mora as a unit of both phonological timing and phonetic alignment. Moraic structure is not simply assumed to account for distributional differences and alternations with tone, but it is supported by the phonetic timing data. Oto-Manguean languages are characterized by an exceptional complexity not just in terms of tonal inventory size, but in how such tones are timed in relation to word structure. While YM possesses a complex inventory regardless of one’s analysis, the set of possible melodies on monosyllabic words is much reduced by considering the mora as the TBU. Typological considerations into the size and complexity of tonal inventories need to look carefully at the nature of the TBU in particular languages, lest we mischaracterize apparent (or hidden) complexity in tonal systems. As a more general perspective on tonal phonetics will emerge from the consideration of a typologically-diverse set of languages, this work also highlights the increasing relevance of laboratory methods in phonetic fieldwork.
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